
Stage 1 Find Your Target 

Scenario:  Skill test based on El Presidente.   Find the most threatening target and avoid the no shoot target.   
Course of Fire:  Load, and make ready behind cover.  Then stand facing  up range.  On the signal turn, draw, 
and engage the target holding the gun first with two rounds.  Engage the other two targets with two rounds 
each.  Avoid the non shoot.  Move to cover,  reload and reengage the threat targets with two additional rounds 
each in any order.
Gun and no shoot will be changed between shooters by the shooter who just completed the stage.

12 rounds minimum    
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Stage 2  Get to Cover
Scenario:  A gang of ruffians are on the loose with mayhem on their minds.  They surprise you, you need to 
eliminate the threats, protect the innocent and get to cover to protect yourself.    
Course of Fire:  Start facing cross range.  At the signal turn draw and engage T1 and T2 with two round in tactical 
sequence, that is each target gets one round before any target gets two.  Move to cover while engaging T3, you must 
move from the start position before engaging T3, however, you may engage on the move or move and then shoot.  You 
must engage T3 with at least one round before you reach cover.  Using cover engage T4, popper, T5 (drop turner  and 
T6.  Targets do not need to be engaged in order, but, the must be engage behind cover.  Reload may be done on the 
move or behind cover, but, cannot be done stationary in view of any target that has not been engaged. 

13 rounds minimum
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Stage 3  Save the Family
Scenario:  A criminal gang has invaded your house.  You need to engage the threats and protect your family.  Make 
sure you find all the bad guys.  
Course of Fire:  From the start position move to the left or right.  Targets can be engaged from the doors or windows 
as they present.  All targets will be engaged with three rounds.  The popper will activate the swinging target in the 
window.    Window 1 and 2 are blocked enough to be considered  “cover” if you cross them without engaging 
viewable targets.

13 rounds minimum  
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Stage 4  What's Left is What's Right
Scenario:  Thugs are approaching your position of 
cover.  Eliminate the threats. 

Course of Fire:  Engage left targets from left side of 
barrier and right targets from right side of barrier. 
Use cover and engage the targets as they present in 
tactical priority with three rounds each.  Reload 
behind cover.

12 rounds minimum
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